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Professional Term 1

Melbourne

LAWS308 Human Rights in Contemporary Australia (Pre: LAWS104)  **Intensive: 16-20 January 2017**

Professional Term 2

Melbourne

LAWS408 Alternative Dispute Resolution (Pre: LAWS104)  **Intensive: 13-14 February and 21-23 February 2017**

North Sydney

LAWS307 Advanced Criminal Law (Pre: LAWS104, LAWS106) **Intensive: 6-10 February 2017**

Semester 1

Melbourne

LAWS208 Family Law (Pre: LAWS104)

LAWS306 Taxation Law (Pre: LAWS104, LAWS105, LAWS200)

LAWS314 Statutory Interpretation (Pre: LAWS104, LAWS107)

LAWS413 Wills and Succession (Pre: LAWS104, LAWS107, LAWS303)

North Sydney

LAWS208 Family Law (Pre: LAWS104)

LAWS306 Taxation Law (Pre: LAWS104, LAWS105, LAWS200)

LAWS314 Statutory Interpretation (Pre: LAWS104, LAWS107)

LAWS402 International Trade Law (Pre: LAWS104, LAWS105, LAWS107)
Professional Term 5

Melbourne

LAWS212 Employment Law (Pre: LAWS104, LAWS105) **Intensive: 19-23 June 2017**

LAWS406 Intellectual Property Law (Pre: LAWS104, LAWS105) **Intensive: 26-30 June 2017**

LAWS417 Sports Law (Pre: LAWS104, LAWS105, LAWS106, LAWS206) **Intensive: 3-7 July 2017**

LAWS208 Family Law (Pre: LAWS104) **Intensive: 10-14 July 2017**

North Sydney

LAWS417 Sports Law (Pre: LAWS104, LAWS105, LAWS106, LAWS206) **Intensive: 26-30 June 2017**

Semester 2

Melbourne

LAWS309 Communications Law (Pre: LAWS104, LAWS107)

LAWS310 Discrimination and the Law (Pre: LAWS104, LAWS107)

LAWS311 Environmental Law (Pre: LAWS104, LAWS107)

LAWS403 Jurisprudence (Pre: LAWS104, LAWS105, LAWS106, LAWS206)

LAWS450 Legal Research and Reasoning (Pre: 120cp of LAWS units) (Note: this unit is mandatory for Honours degree students and an optional Law Elective for Pass degree students)

North Sydney

LAWS309 Communications Law (Pre: LAWS104, LAWS107)

LAWS311 Environmental Law (Pre: LAWS104, LAWS107)

LAWS403 Jurisprudence (Pre: LAWS104, LAWS105, LAWS106, LAWS206)

LAWS413 Wills and Succession (Pre: LAWS104, LAWS107, LAWS303)

LAWS450 Legal Research and Reasoning (Pre: 120cp of LAWS units) (Note: this unit is mandatory for Honours degree students and an optional Law Elective for Pass degree students).
Units Available at ACU Rome Centre

LAWS409 Law of the European Union (Pre: LAWS105, LAWS106, LAWS107, LAWS206) **Intensive: 3-14 July 2017**

LAWS416 International Criminal Law (Pre: LAWS104, LAWS106) **Intensive: 11-22 December 2017**

**NOTE:**

The elective units above are offered subject to minimum enrolment numbers. Units may also be subject to maximum enrolment numbers.